Robicheau, Vanessa

To: Johnson, Brenda
Subject: RE: Fruitland/winona

From: Chris Douglas
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 08:32 PM
To: Johnson, Brenda
Subject: Fruitland/winona

Brenda I may have already emailed a statement but not sure if it was sent or lost so I will make a second statement.

In getting view of the plan and all literature which seems to be released no earlier than 5/30/2013. In such there is no indication of any plan to relocate trucking. Why was the public not advised of such may 23rd.

I believe you have an opportunity to move traffic in a safe efficient and healthy manner in your development but you seem to prefer the opposite including increasing the traffic unto the same who request the lesser. You also fail to recognize the present R1 zoning on the west side of fruitland and you want to but in #3 density across the way. And put a population of mega density in a small confined area to pour onto this artery to get to work. Our weekends crazy both ways.

I will mention I did some quick review of the Planning Act bill51, PPS 2005, I have also viewed A guide for municipal officials on local truck routes. I have just recently talked to the fire department and will meet soon with the chief to identify their preference.